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A generative grammar called equal matrix grammar which gener- 
ates a class which meets both context-sensitive and context-free 
languages i defined and the formal power series generated by con- 
text-free grammars is extended to grammars of this system. The 
Parikh mapping of this family of languages i shown to be semilinear. 
The Boolean and closure properties of a certain subfamily are exam- 
ined. For this subfamily, the generative power of equal matrix gram- 
mar is higher than that of context-free grammars. For certain in- 
herently ambiguous context-free languages, including that of Parikh, 
unambiguous grammars of this class exist. The application of equal 
matrix grammar to the generation of Tamil kernel sentences i given 
in the appendix. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
In  this section, we briefly review the basic concepts of grammars and 
languages following closely the terminology in Ginsburg (1966). Then 
we introduce the special language with which we shall be concerned. 
Let 3 be a finite nonempty set and 0(~) the free semigroup with 
identity e generated by ~. Thus 0(~) consists of all finite strings of 
elements (including the empty  string) from ~ under the operation of 
concatenation. Each element of t~(3) is called a word. 
DEFINITION 0.1. A phrase structure grammar (PSG) is a 4-tuple 
G = (V, ~, P, S) where 
1) V is a finite nonempty  set (total vocabulary) 
2) ~ is a nonempty  subset of V (terminal vocabulary) 
3) S is an element of V - ~ (the inigal symbol) 
4) P is a nonempty  finite set of pairs (u, v) with u in 0 ( V - ~) -- {e} 
and v in t~(V) 
Elements of V - ~ are called variables (nonterminals). Elements (u , )v  
of P are called productions (rules) and are written u --~ v. 
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Notation. Let G = (V, ~, P, S) be a PSG. For words wl, and w2 in 
O(V), write wl ~ w2 if there exist y, u, z, v such that wl ~ yuz, w~ = yvz, 
and u ~-~ v is in P. For words w and x, write w ~*  x if either w = x or 
there exist words w0 = w, w~, • • • , wk = x such that w~ ~ w~+~ for each i. 
A sequence of words w0, • • • w~ such that w~ ~ w~ for each i is called 
a derivation or generation of wk (from w0) and is denoted by w0 ~ • • • ~ wk. 
DEFINITION 0.2, L _____ 0( ] )  is called a phrase structure language (PSL) 
if there exists a PSG G = (V, Z, P, S) such that J5 = L(G) = 
{w in O(Z)/S ~*  w}. If L = L(G) for the grammar G, then G is said to 
2enerate L or L is said to be generated by G. 
DEFINITION 0.3. A PSG G = (V, ~, P, S) is context-sensitive (CS) if 
either (i) each rule is of the form y~z .~ ywz with ~ in V - Z and w ~ e; 
or (ii) S -~ e is in P and 
w i th$ in  V - ~andwin  
sensitive language (CSL) if 
all other rules are of the form y$z ~ ywz, 
O(V - {S}) - {e}. L ~ 0(~) is a context- 
L is generated by some CSG. 
The definition of CSG as given by Chomsky (1959) only allows con- 
dition (i). I t  is easily seen that L _ 0(~) is CS as defined here if and 
only if L = L' L t or L = U { e} for some CSL L'  as defined by Chomsky. 
DEFINITION 0.4. A PSG G = (V, ~, P, S) is context free (CF) if 
each rule is of the form ~ -*  v, with ~ a variable. L ~ 0(~) is a context 
free language (CFL)  if L is generated by some CFG. 
Abraham (1965) has proved that for any CS grammar G, it is possible 
to construct a strongly equivalent matrix grammar where a matrix 
grammar is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 0.5. A matrix grammar is a quintuple G = ( V, ~, P, S, P*) 
where (V, Z, P, S) is a CFG and P* is a finite set of matrices called 
matrix rules defined as follows: 
[;1 1) p* is a matrix rule if it has the form i p~CP,  1 -< i_< nand n 
not necessarily p~ ¢ pj .  
2) p* is a matrix rule if it has the form i where p~* are matrix 
LP,~ J 
rules or belong to P. 
To apply a matrix rule p* to a word x means to apply to x all the CF 
rules which form p*, in the given order (to apply a CF rule to a string 
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means to replace the first occurrence of its left-side with its right-side). 
If at least one of these CF rules cannot be applied to x, we say that p 
cannot be applied to x. 
DEFINITION 0.6. We define a grammar to be an equal matrix grammar 
(EMG) G = (V, ~, S, P*) if 
1) the total vocabulary V consists of the terminal vocabulary E, the 
initial symbol S, and the nonterminal vocabulary VN in the form of 
k-tuples (A1, A2 , . . ,  A~} where the k-tuples are distinct i.e. if 
(A t ,  A2 , .. , Ak) and (B1, B2 , .. , Bk} are two k-tuples the two sets 
[A1, A2, -- , Ak} and {B1, B2, .. , Bk} are disjoint. 2) P* consists of the 
following types of matrix rules: 
(i) a set of initial matrix rules of the form [S-~e] or 
[S ~ flA~f2A2 . . .  fkAk] where f l ,  f2 , " ,  fk (possibly empty) are 
elements of 0(~), 0(2) being the set of all strings over 2. 
(ii) a set of nonterminal equal matrix rules of the form 
. . . . .  o r  . . . . . .  
where f l ,  f2, • • , f~ C 0(2) possibly empty but not all of f~, f2, "" , fk 
are empty. 
(iii) a set of terminal equal matrix rules of ghe form . . . . . .  
_Ak ---, f~ 
where fl , f2,  ". ,fk C 0(2:), possibly empty (in which ease we write e) 
but not all of f~, • • , fk are empty. In this ease, the EM grammar is said 
to be of order tc. Note that in (ii) every nonterminal equal matrix rule 
contains k context-free nonterminal rules (which are in fact right linear). 
Further only one or two ]c4uples of nonterminals are involved in one ma- 
trix rule, the order of appearance being the same as in the k-tuple. In (iii) 
every equal matrix rule contains/c terminal context-free rules, involving 
only one k-tuple of nonterminals and the same order of appearance as in 
the k-tuple, is to be maintained. 
DEFINITION 0.7. An equal matrix language (EML) is a language 
generated by an EMG. 
DEFINITION 0.8. Given an EMG, G = (V, ~, S, P*),  a word w is said 
to be ambiguously derivable if there exist two derivations of w from S. I t  
can easily be seen from the definition of EMG and the nature of the 
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derivation of a word using the rules of an EMG, that this will be the case 
if and only if the associated generation trees are different. 
I t  is well known that ambiguity in CFG is defined in terms of leflmost 
derivations and the associated generation trees. A grammar G is said to 
be ambiguous if there exists a word in L(G) derived ambiguously from S, 
and is otherwise unambiguous. A language L is said to be inherently 
ambiguous if there is no unambiguous grammar for L. 
I. EQUAL MATRIX GRAMMARS AS GENERATORS OF FORMAL 
POWER SERIES 
Chomsky and Schutzenberger (1963) defined a formal power series 
giving a method for constructing the formal power series r(G) generated 
by a CFG G. This r(G) shows the ambiguity of all terminal strings 
generated by G in that if the grammar is unambiguous the power series 
is characteristic, otherwise the coefficient of a terminal string x in the 
power series reflects the degree of structural ambiguity of x with respect 
to G. 
In this section we extend the method to constructing the formal power 
series r(G) generated by an ES/I grammar G. This r(G) shows the am- 
biguity of the grammar G in that, when the grammar is unambiguous, 
r(G) is characteristic. On the other hand when the grammar is am- 
biguous, the coefficient of a terminal string x in r(G) is equal to the degree 
of structural ambiguity of x with respect o G as shown by the associated 
generation tree, which is also equal to the number of different derivations 
for x. 
I)EFINITIOZ¢ I.i. An  associated finite power series is given by 
~ = {fl ~-f~ + " +f~},  f~  0(~), i=  1 ,2 , . . ,n  
where r, is the formal power series, r~ = Z~(r, fi)fl where the f,'s are 
distinct and (rlf~> is a positive integer. (The terms within ~, are not com- 
mutative with respect o + but within r,  they are commutative, and 
r, is formed from ~, by combining together identical strings i.e. if fl occurs 
k times in ~ it will be written as/c-f~ in r~ .) If ~ = {f~ + J2 + • • + f~} 
and ~' = {gl + g2 + "" ~ g~} f, , gl ~ 0(~) we define three operations 
@, Q, ® as follows: 
f o ~. = {#1 +#2 + .- +Y~l f  ~ 0(~) 
~'~ ® ~' = {flgl -~ leg2 ~- "" -~- f~g~} 
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Note that for the operation ® it is essential that rn and r~ contain equa[ 
nuInber of elements whereas for • it is not necessary. All three oper 
ations are associative, noncommutative and (D is distributive with re- 
spect to (~ 
Let G = (V, Z, S, P*)  be an E~/I grammar with 
V = ~USU{<A~ ~,A~ ~, . .A J} /1  _< i__<n} 
J~ J ,  . r J ,A i r ]  I f  [S - -~f lA1  " "~k  ~ j r  = 1 ,2 , .  ,p~re  the p initial rules of P* 
und for each i, i = 1, 2, .. , n 
[. ,1,,1. [  jiA,] A1 ~ --+ fl A1 " A~ ~ ~'  ~'~' 
~I ~I  zm v ~m~ 
are the only rules of P*  (including terminal rules) involving members of 
(A?, .. , A~ ~} on the left hand side of a CF rule, we form the mappings 
~(¢., ~l~, .. , ¢~1,  . . .  , ¢ .1~,  . .  , ¢ 'C )  
= {(f1' ® . . . . .  ® (A '  e £9}  • . . . . . .  
@ {(f~p 6} ~))  ® .. ® (j~" ® r~ )} 
• ~ . . a n • 1 *n  . rk  ) ~(r ,~ l  1, - r~,  - - r~ ,  , 
~i  1 " . = ( f i , '®r~)  ®. . .  ® (fi£~®¢'~"') i= l , . . ,n  m= 1, - . ,£  
(The order of the terms, both columnwise and rowwise is important and 
must  be maintained).  Consider the sequence of associated finite power 
series 
~o @0, .I .I = r0 ,1  , " " " , ro,k  
/% ( r l ,  A1 ,1  
~-- r2 ,1  ~ • • • , r2 , ]~ , 
A~ 
• ro, ) = (0 ,  . O)  . . . .  ~ To,1 ~ " ~ " " 
. . . .  ) r l , l  ~ • • ~ r l j c  
• . A~z 
r2,k ) 
where for each i, m, j, j > 0 ~j ¢(~j-1 "~ ~ = , r '-l.1, • • • , rj-Lk) and 
Ai i A .1  .n  . i  • • Each r,..= has only a finite number of ra',,~ = Cm (r~-!, rj-l,1, • , rj-~,~). 
terms. Now construct he infinite sequence of (n/¢ + 1) tuples of power 
series pc, p l ,  • • - where 
PJ ( r3 , 1 n = r , ' , l ,  - • • , r , ' , k )  if 
~i (~;, .1 . ,  ~--- r ] , l  , " " " , r j , k )  
Each  r~:,,~ is a polynomial and for each i, m, j, j '  such that  j '  > j > O, 
, r2 ,1  , 
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1 < i <- n, 1 < m < k, rs.,~ =--- r¢, ,,~ (rood. deg. 3) and r¢ - r~., (rood. deg. j ) .  
(Two formal power series r and r' are equivalent mod. degree n. i.e. 
r =- r'(mod, deg. n) if <r, f} = <r', f) for every string f of length (degree) 
< n and the limit of an infinite sequence of formal power series n ,  r~, .-- 
is defined as r = Lim~_~r~r~ if for each n and each n' > n, I 
r~ = r~ (med. deg. n) and 7r~r. is the polynomial formed from r~ by re- 
placing all coefficients of strings of length >n by zero). Hence the limit 
r~ of the string of the infinite sequence r0, rt ,  --. , r~. and the limit r~,~ of 
the infinite sequence r0.~, r~.~, . . ,  r j ,~ , . . ,  for each i and m, 
1 =< i < n, 1 _-< m < k are all well defined, r(G) = r~ is the formal power 
eries generated by the equal matrix gramar G. 
The above process is illustrated with the help of two grammars, one 
unambiguous and the other ambiguous. 
Examples: The CS language L3 = {string of a's and b's followed by an 
equal string} (Chomsky, 1959) is generated by the EM grammar 
G = (V, Z, S, P*) where S is the initial symbol, ~ = {a, b}, 
V = {a, b, (A1, A~), S} and P* consists of the rules: 
[Ai-+aA11 IAi-->bAi] IA1-->: l  [Ai  
[S --> A1A~], A2 --) aA d ' As ----> bAs] ' As --~ ' As 
The corresponding mappings are 
~(~, 751, ~) = 751 ® 752 
~1(75, 751, 752) = (a (~ 751) ~) (b G 751) • (a) @ (b) 
~2(~, 751, ~2) = (a q)753) ® (b ® 753) @ (a) @ (b) 
The sequence of associated power series are 
~o = (o,  o, o)  
~1 = (0, {a} @ {b}, {a} @ {b}) = (0, {a -[- b}, {a + b}) 
({aa + bb}, {aa + ab + ba + bb -[- a + b}, 
{aa + ab + ba + bb--b a + b} ) 
({aaaa+ abab + baba + bbbb + aa + bb}, {aaa + nab --b aba 
+ abb + aa + ab +baa + bah -[- bba + bbb + ba + bb + a + b}, 
{ aaa + aab+ aba -{- abb + aa + ab +baa --b bab + bba -4- bbb 
+ ba + bb--~ a+ b} ) 
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and the infinite sequence of 3-tuples of power series p0, pl, p2, • - " is 
given by 
po= (0 ,0 ,0 )  
pl = (O ,a+ b ,a+ b) 
p2 = (aa + bb, aa + ab + ba 4- bb 4- a 4- b, aa 4- ab 4- ba 4- bb 4- a 4- b) 
p3 =(aaaa  4- abab 4- baba 4- bbbb 4- aa 4- bb, • . . . . .  , . . . . . .  ) 
I t  is easily seen that r~ is the power series generated by the unambiguous 
grammar G and this is characteristic and its support is the CS lan~o~age 
L3. 
The CS language L = {a~bma'~b~/n, m ~= 1} (Chomsky, 1959) is gener- 
ated by the equal matrix grammar G = (V, ~, S, P*)  where ~ = la, b}, 
V = {S, a, b, (A1, A2,  A3,  A4}} and P* consists of the rules 
-42 --~ A2 A2 -~ bA2 A2 -+ 
[S -*  A1A~A3A4], A3 --~ aA3 ' A3 --~ A3 I '  A~ ~ 
A4 --~ A4 .] A4 -+ bA4 A~ --~ 
The corresponding mappings are 
¢~('~, ~'~, ~2, £ ,  "~4) = (a @ i'~) @ (i'~) @ (a) 
¢~(~, ~, ~, e~, ~) = (e~) G (b O ~:) ~ (b) 
~(~, ~,  ~ ,  ~ ,  ~) = (a O ~,) • (~) • (a) 
¢~(~, h, ~, ~, ~) = (~) ® (b O ~) e (b) 
The sequence of associated finite power series are 
~0 = (o, o, o, o, o) 
~1 = (0, {a}, {b}, {a}, {b}) 
~2 = ({abab}, {aa 4- a 4- a}, {b 4- bb 4- b}, {aa 4- a 4- a}, {b4-bb 4- b} ) 
~ = ({aabaab 4- abbabb 4- abab}, . . . ,  . . . .  ) 
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and the infinite sequence of 5-tuples of power series are 
p0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
pl ----" (0 ,  a, b, a, b) 
p2 = (abab, a 2 -[- a --[- a, b -[- b 2 --[- b, a 2 ~ a --[- a, b -[- b 2 -[- b) 
p3 = (a2ba2b "-]- ab~ab 2 ~ abab, a 3 ~ a 2 ~ a 2 ~ a 2 ~ a -[- a -b a, 
b +b 2-Jr- b+b 2+b 3.-[-b s+b,a  3+a s - ] -a  2+a 2+a- - [ -a+a,  
b -~ b 2 + b + b 2 + b 3 + b + b) 
p4 = ( a3baSb ~ aSb2aSb 2 -[- a2ba2b ~ aSb2a2b 2 -b ab3ab 3 --[- ab2ab 2 -{- abab, . . . ) 
= (aSba3b ~ 2a2b2a2b  ~ a2ba~b ~ abaab 8 ~ ab2ab s ~ abab, . . . )  
It is easily seen that r ,  is the power series generated by the ambiguous 
grammar G and the coefficient of each string is equal to the number of 
structural descriptions assigned to the string by the associated generation 
trees which is also equal to the number of different derivations of that 
string. For example, the string a2bSc ~d 2 has coefficient 2 and there are two 
different derivations: S ~ AIA2A~A4 ~ aA1A~aA3A4 ~ aAlbA~aA~bA4 
a2b2a~b ~ and S ~ A~A:A~A4 ~ A~bA#tabA~ aA~bA~aAabA4 
a:b~a2b ~. The corresponding generation trees are given in Figures 1 and 2. 
II. EXTENSION OF PARIKH'S THEOREM 
Parikh (1966) has shown that the Parikh mapping of a language 
generated by a CF gwammar is semilinear. Ginsburg (1966) has given 
examples to show that the converse is not true in the sense that there are 
a a b b a a b b 
FIG. 1. Tree T, 
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a a b b 
\I, 
i' 
A~ 
a a b b 
\i: "~S ff'~A4 
FIG. 2. Tree T~ 
languages which are not CF but whose Parikh mapping is semilinear. In 
fact, a number of well known CS languages such as 
1) L3 (Chomsky, 1959) 
2) L = Ia~b~c~/n >= 1} (Scheineberg, 1960) 
3) L = Ianb'~a'~b~/n, m >= 1} (Chomsky, 1959) 
3i+2j~ iA - j  2 i~  . 4) L = la o c /~ , j=  0} (Ginsburg, 1966) 
have their corresponding Parikh mapping semilinear. 
In this section, we extend Parikh's theorem to the family of languages 
generated by an EM grammar. The converse is also seen to be true and 
the grammar effectively calculable in the case of languages which are 
subsets of al . . . .  ak , (al, a~, .. , ak distinct). Hence we obtain a 
. 
characterization f languages ~ al . . . .  ak* whose Parikh mapping is 
semilinear. In  other words if L ~ al* • • ak , then the Parikh mapping 
of L is semilinear if and only if L can be generated by an equal matrix 
grammar (al,  .. , ak distinct). 
D~rINITION 2.1. Let E be a finite nonempty set and 0(2) the free 
semigroup (with identity) generated by ~ and X a subset of 0 (Z). 
X ~ w~* -. .  wk* is said to be bounded if there exists a finite set of 
~vords wl . . . .  wk in 0(2) such that for every word w in X there exist 
i 1 zIc nonnegative integers i~, • • , ik such that w = w~ • • • wk. 
D~FINITmN 2.2. We write 6 ~ ~ if ¢ = f lA1 . . .  fkAk and ~ = 
I11 "---> glB1 1 
f~g~B1 . ' .  fkgkBk where . . . . . . . . .  is an equal matrix rule. 
LAk --+ g~BkJ 
DnFi~-i~io~ 2.3. D: a ¢-derivation of ~ is ~ritten as ¢ ~*  ~ if there 
,existsasequence¢ = ¢0 ,¢1 , ' " ,  6, = ~ such that ~ = 60 ~ 61 
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• "~¢~ -- ~ki.e. Ck -~¢k  fo rk  = 1 , . . .n .  ¢0 ,~b~," ' ,  ~b~are 
called the lines or steps of the derivation D. 
DErImTION 2.4. D' :  a q~-derivation of ~ is written as ~k ~.  ~ if ~ ~*  
where ~ = A~A2 • • • Ak  i.e. the terminal strings in ~ are all empty.  
D~,FI~ITION 2.5. Let D be a ~-derivation of ~b, ~ ~*  ~b given by 
= ~0 ~ ~i ~ -" • ~ ~ = ~ where 4~ = ~o = f loA1 • • • fkoAk ,  . . . .  , ~,~ 
= f lo f l l  " f~A1 . . .  fko " ' "  fk,~Ak and D p a a-derivation of/~, a ~.  
given by a - a0 ~. . .~  a~ --- f~ where a -- ~0 -- A1 . . .Ak ,  
a,~ = ~ = gll • • • g1,~t l  • • • gkl " • gkmAk • Then D' :  a ~.  ~ is said to be 
imbedded in D :  ~ ~*  ¢ and we obtain A: a ~-derivation of ~, ~ ~*  oJ 
if ~ = ~o = ~o = f loA~ . . .  f~oA~ 
nm = f~og~g~ . "  g~mA~ . . .  f~og~g~ ""  g~,¢t~ 
. . . . .  ° . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ° . °  
D~rI~iWlO~ 2.6. I f  D is a q~-derivation of ~ then ~b is said to be the 
product  of the derivation D. 
DEFImTIO~ 2.7. A chain is introduced with the help of an illustration. 
Suppose ~0 ~ ~x ~ ~ ~ -- • is a derivation D where 
~o --  f~oA~fioA~ . . .  f~oA~ 
,1  = f~ofl~A~f~ofelA~ ' ' '  f~of~A~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ° 
then A1A1B1,  A~Af f~ , A f f~ , A~A~B~ , A~A~fi~ , A~f~ are all chains but 
not Aff~o , A iA l fn  , A~A~f~ , A~f~f f~ and so on. 
D~Flmwlo~ 2.8.  Let N denote the nonnegative integers and N ~ the 
cartesian product  of N with itself k times. I f  x = (x~, .. , x~) and 
y = (y~, . . ,  y~) ~ N ~ thenx  + y = (x~ + y l , " ,  x~ + y~) and 
C(X l , . . , x~)  = (cx l , . . , cx~) ,  c~ N. AsubsetQofN ~ is said to be 
linear if there exist members a, ~ , . . ,  ~ ,  of N ~ such that  
Q = {x /x  = a + n~ . .  + nm~m,  n~ ~ N}.  Q is said to be semilinear if 
Q is the union of a finite number of linear sets. 
D~r~XlTIO~ 2.9. Let Z = la~/1 _-< i -< k}. The Par i l ch  mapp ing  ~ of 
0(~) into N ~ is defined as follows: 
¢~(e)  = (0 ,  . .  , 0 ) ,  ~b~(a~) = (Z i l  , ' '  , Z lk )  where z~. -- 0 fo r j  # i and 
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z ,  = 1 and Ck(xlx2.. x,~) = ~=l~k(xj) for each word xlx2., x~ in 
0(~) - ~, each xi in E. 
T~EoRE~I 2.1. Let L be a language generated by an E~I grammar G. 
Then the Parikh mapping of L is a semilinear subset Q of N ~. Moreover a 
canonical description of Q in the form Q = Q1 U Q2 [J ." [J Qr w]zere 
Qs = {x/x = as + nl~h + "" + n~8~k, , n~ C N} can be effectively found 
from G. 
Proof. Let V' be a subset of V, containing the initial symbol S and L'  
a subset of L, consisting of all the strings x, whose S-derivation involves 
only the symbols in V'. It is enough to find a canonical description for L' 
since L is a fiIfite union of such L'. 
For every k-tuple (A~, .. , Ak) = (-4) (say) of nonterminals of V' we 
define a set R<a) as follows: A string q~ is said to be in R(A> if (a) ~ con- 
tains A1, .- , A~ which are the members of (A> and these are the only 
nonterminals in 4, each A~ occurring just once in ~, (b) there exists D': 
a a-derivation of ~, a ~,  ~ such that no k-tuple of nonterminals occurs 
more than n times in any derivation of ~ from a where n is the number 
of elements of V' (note that each k-tuple is counted as a single unit), 
and a = A~A2 • • Ak.  Corresponding to the initial symbol S, is defined a 
set Ts such that a string ~ is said to be in Ts if (c) 4 is terminal, (d) there 
exists a S-derivation of ~ such that no/~-tuple of nonterminals occurs 
more than n times in any derivation where n is the number of elements 
of V' and (e) every symbol of V' should appear in the derivation of con- 
dition (d). 
Since there is only a finite number of derivations atisfying conditions 
(b) and (d), R<~), . . .  , and Ts are finite sets and can be effectively 
found from G. 
For each k-tuple of nonterminals {A), let v~ ~), v~ A), . . .  be the vectors 
obtained by removing A~, - . . ,  Ak from a member ¢ of R(~> and then 
taking the image under ~k. Let u~, u~, , u~ be the images under ~ of the 
members of Ts.  Write Q, = {x/x = u~ + n~v(~ ~) + .. -t- n~v¢ ~) + n/v[ ~ 
+ ' .  + n/v~ ") + . . .  ,n~, n ( , . . .  C N, (A), (B) , . .  C V~}. Then 
¢(L') = Q1 U Q~ U .. U Q~. 
First we shall prove that if y E L'  then ¢J(y) + v~ ~ ~ ¢(L ' ) .  For if 
y ~ L', and (A} = (A~, • • , A~), A~, A~, -. , A~ must occur some where 
say at the step a = f~A~ •. • fiA~ in a S-derivation of y, S ~,  y. Then in 
the a-derivation of y, a ~*  y we can imbed a derivation A, A~ . . .  A~ ~,  
where 4~ ~ R<~) and~b(¢ -- (A)) = v~ a. Hence~(y)  + v~ a is also in 
¢ (L ' ) .  
On the other hand, if a string x ~ L', has a S-derivation in which the 
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members of a k-tuple occur more than n times in a chain, then for some 
k-tuple (B) we can find (n ~- 1) different steps of derivation in a descend- 
ing sequence say ~1, ~2, -" , ~,+1 such that there is no chain entirely 
below fll which contains more than n occurrences ofany symbol, each ~ 
containing B1, .. , Bk. Suppose the lines of derivation following t~i 
are replaced by the lines of derivation following f~ l  which amounts to 
reducing the entire product of the S-derivation by exactly one member 
of R(B>. Since there are only (n - 1) symbols in V' apart from (B), 
there must be a choice of i, 1 < i -< n such that the new derivation con- 
tains all the members of V'. This process is continued till we obtain a 
S-derivation in which any chain has at most n occurrences of any one 
symbol and the product of such a S-derivation must be a member of To. 
Converse of Theorem 2.1. Given a semilinear subset Q of N ~ we can 
find an EM grammar generating a language L whose Parikh mapping 
¢~(L) = Q. This is easy to verify. But for languages which are subsets 
of al . - .  ak , we have an effective method of constructing a grammar 
generating them, given the semilinear set and we obtain the converse to 
Theorem 2.1 in the following form. 
TH_EOn~ 2.2• I f  L C m* • ak ( al, . . .  , a~ distinct) and Ck( L ) is 
semilinear then t]~ere xists an EM grammar G generating L and G can 
be effectively found. 
Proof• I t  suffices to give the proof for ~b~(L) a linear subset of N ~. 
Let ~(L)  = {x/x = c ~- nlp~ + . . .  + nmp,~, n~ E N} 
c = (c l , c2 ,  . . , ck )  
p l  = (P l l ,  p12,  "" , p lk )  
p,, = (p~l,  p,~2, "'" , pm~ ) 
Then G = (V, ~, S, P*)  where ~ = {a~/1 <-_ i <= t¢, as distinct} 
V = {~, S, (A~, A2, .. , A~), {B1, B~, .. , Bk}} and P* consists of the 
following rules: 
¢1 c2 . . iS "-'+ A1A2 "'" A~] iS "--> ai Bia~ B~ • a~B~] 
A~ --~ a~.J [.B~ ~ aZ~B~J [_B~ --~ a~'~B~ J 
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B] 5 LBk a) :'°] 
I t  is easily seen that G generates L. 
III. BOOLEAN AND CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
In this section we prove that the class of languages c as . . .  a~ 
and generated by ESl  grammar is effectively closed under reflection as 
well as under the formation of unions, intersections, differences and 
products of languages. 
TI~EOREM 3.1. I f  L1 and L2 are languages c al • • • ak (al, • •. , ak 
distinct) and generated by ES~I grammars, then so are 1) L ,  (the reflection 
of Li  ) , 2) L~ U L2 , 3 ) L, El L~, 4) LI -- L~ and5)  L,.  L2 . 
Proof. Let G1 and G~ be the E5{ grammars generating L, and L= 
respectively. 
1) If  a is a string = aia~ • • • a~_ia~ then & the reflection of a = a~a~-i 
• .. a~a~. Let G~ be the grammar obtained by replacing every initial 
rule [S -+ a] of G1 by a rule [S--~ ~], every nonterminal rule 
F f.' .--:/'.B: 
Ak --> fkB~ 1 
of Gi by a rule . . . . . . .  and every terminal rule 
hA1 "-~ flBl_] IA --+gkl 
by a rule . . . . .  . I t  is easily seen that L~ cak  • • • ai is generated 
LAI ~ gl[ 
by A. 
2) Let G1 = (V1, ~, PI*, $1) and G2 = (V~, ~, P2*, S~). There is no 
loss of generality in assuming that (V1 -- ~) rl (v2 - N) = ¢. Let 
G = (V gl {S}, ~, P*, S) where V = V~ U V2, and P* = P~* U P'2* 
where P[* is obtained from P~* by replacing every initial rule [S~ --~ a] 
by IS --~ a], and P'~* is obtained from P * 2 by replacing every initial rule 
[$2 -* ~] by IS -e  ~], S ~ $1 ¢ $2. Then G generates L1 U L~. 
I t  is also seen that if L~ and L~ are disjoint unambiguous languages, 
then L1 U L2 is also unambiguous. 
3) By Theorem 2.1 the Parikh mappings of L~ and L2 are semilinear. 
Let them be X and Y (semilinear subsets of N~). Then by Theorem 
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5.6.1 of Ginsburg (1966), X E1 Y is semilinear and effectively calculable 
from X and Y. Hence by Theorem 2.2, L~ 91 L2 whose Parikh mapping 
is X r] Y can be generated by an EM grammar. 
4) By Theorem 5.6.2 of Ginsburg (1966), X - Y is semilinear and 
effectively calculable from X and Y. Proof follows as in (3). 
5) By Corollary 5.1.1 of Ginsburg (1966), X.  Y is a semilinear sub- 
set of N ~°+~ and proof follows as in 3). 
IV. GENERATIVE POWER OF EM GRAMMAR 
In this section we show that for languages which are subsets of 
* * (al , ak distinct), the generative power of the EMG is ~/i " " "  ~]~ ~ "" "  
higher than that of CFG. That is, for languages which are subsets of 
al . . -  ak , the family generated by EMG D the family generated by 
CFC and it is proper inclusion. Let L c al . . .  ak be context free. 
Then #(L)  is semilinear (Parikh, 1966). By Theorem 2.2 there exists 
an EMG generating L. Again to show that it is proper inclusion con- 
sider L = lal a2 a3 a4 / , n > 1}. This is not context free but we have 
given, in Section 1, an EM grammar generating it. 
Parikh (1966) has shown that there are CF languages which are 
inherently ambiguous. Chomsky (1963) conjectured that there are 
languages inherently ambiguous in a class A but unambiguous in a 
class B with A c B. Gross (1964) has given such a type of language 
where A is the class of minimal inear grammars and B the class of linear 
grammars. Chomsky's conjecture can be proved 1 ) when A is the class of 
CF grammars and B the class of matrix grammars by constructing 
unambiguous matrix grammars for the inherently ambiguous languages 
of Parikh, Chomsky, Schiitzenberger and Haines, (the grammars are 
long and are not given here) and 2) when A is the class of CFL ___ 
al . . .  at and B the class of EML c a~ . . .  a~ . We can construct 
unambiguous EM grammars generating the above inherently ambiguous 
= a . /  languages. We give here the grammar for the language L " ~ p 
n = m or m = p} (Chomsky and Schtitzenberger, 1963). 
I s  + A,a A.I + + + c, 
A~ -~ a~A~ A~ -~ B~ ~ IB, -*  B3 ] LA. -~ a3C~ 
FCl---e C, 7 FA1--+ alD1-] [D,.--> aIDI-] A1--> 
- - ,  a C _j LA, ~ D, j LD, --~ D, . JAa  ---> a,E,._l 
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1 [ .] LEa -+ aaE<j LAa ~ aa_j Ba ---+ a3 Ca ---> a~ 
D2 ~ a2 E2 ~ a2 
Da ~ aa Ea --~ as 
From the above grammar it is easily established that there exist un- 
ambiguous EM grammars for the family of inherently ambiguous CF 
languages (Ginsburg', 1966) given by L = {a%wba%aJ/i, j >= 1} U 
{a~bwba%a~/i, j ~ 1} (w any non-e-word in O(a, b)). We have only to 
change the initial rule as [S -* AlbwbA2bA~] and the terminal vocabulary 
accordingly. 
V. APPENDIX 
We present an EM grammar G applied tentatively to the generation 
of strings underlying simple kernel sentences of Tamil. The advantage of 
this grammar seems to lie in the fact that any number of noun-qualifiers 
can be added on to qualify a particular noun and any number of verb- 
qualifiers to qualify a verb. Also the linguistic fact that the verb-ending 
of the verb in the predicate must be in agreement with the gender and 
number of the subject, is brought out effectively. 
G consists of the following rules: 
1. Initial rules 
a) [S -~ #NPn # NP12 # VP~#] 
b) [S -~ ~NP2~ ¢ NP22 # VP2~] 
c) [S -+ ~NPal ~ NPa2 # VPag] 
2. Nonterminal rules 
fN~Pll "--> XQ ~NPl l]  
a) (i) ]NP12 --+ NP~. | 
LvP~ --, vP1 J 
FNP11 ~ NPn 
(ii i)/NPr2 --* NP~ 
LVP1 --+ VQ gYP: 
rNP2, --~ NQ #NP21- 
b) (i) |NP2~ --+ NP22 
LVP~ --~ VP2 
rNP~I --+ NQ ~NPa- 
c) (i) |NPa2--+ NP32 
[_VPa -+ VPa 
[-NPu --~ NPn -] 
(ii) |NP= --~ NrQ {~NP12J 
LvP1 -~ vP1 .J 
[NP21 --~ NP~I 
(ii) |NP2,--~ NP22 / 
LvP~ ~ V~ ~VP~_I 
(ii) /2XTPa~ --+ NQ gXPa2/ 
kVPa ~ VPa d 
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3. Terminal rules 
N,q N,q 
(~) / NP- ~ ~/  (b) INPut--, ~ / 
LVP~ ~ v,~ j LV~'~ ---, v~ j 
i=  1 ,2 , " ,6  j - -  1 ,2 ," ,5  
~NP3t --+ Nil~ 
(c) |NP~-* N,q 
LvP~ --+ ~ / 
List of symbols belonging to the set V 
1. Nonterminal symbols 
S Sentence 
NP~, NP~, NP~ Noun phrase containing the subject 
NP12, NP~2, NPs: Noun phrase with object 
VP1, VP2, VP~ Verb phrase 
2. Terminal symbols 
# Word boundary 
NQ Noun-qualifier 
VQ Verb-qualifier 
NI~ Noun with accusative case-ending 
N22 Noun with instrumental case-ending 
N~2 Noun with dative case-ending 
N42 Noun with locative case-ending 
N52 Noun with conjunctive case-ending 
N~I Noun 
V~I Transitive verb 
V,: Intransitive verb 
with i = 1, Masculine singular ending 
i = 2, Feminine singular ending 
i = 3, Neuter singular ending 
i = 4, Masculine plural ending 
i = 5, Feminine plural ending 
i = 6, Neuter plural ending. 
We give here a few derivations illustrating the use of grammar G. 
I. S-derivation of a sentence generated by G using rules belonging 
to the group l(a), 2(a) and 3(a): 
S ~ #NP~I # NP12 # Ve~ # ~,  # (NQ) m # NP~ # (NQ)" # NP~ # (VQF # 
vp~ # ~*  # (NQ) ~ # N2~ # (NQ) ~ # N~ # (VQ) ~ # V~# 
where m, n, p > 0, and for the sake of brevity the end-marker # between 
the different NQ'S in (NQ) = has not been written down. 
This will be a grammatical sentence in which the subject will be of 
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feminine gender, singular number preceded by m( ~ 0) noun-qualifiers. 
The object preceded by n( ~ 0) noun-qualifiers will be in the accusa- 
tive case and the verb preceded by p( _-> 0) verb-qualifiers ~ill be a 
transitive verb. Further the ending of the verb (V2I) is in agreement with 
the gender and number of the feminine singular noun (N21) in the sub- 
ject according to the rules of Tamil syntax. 
II. S-derivation of a sentence generated by tile EM grammar using 
rules of the group l (b) ,  2(b) and 3(b) is similar to I except that the 
verb is intransitive and hence there will be no object. 
I I I .  S-derivation of a sentence generated by G using rules of the 
group l (e) ,  2(c) and 3(e): 
S ~ #NP31 # NP~ ~ VPs # ~,  # (NQ) m ~ NP31 # (NQ) n ~ NP~ # VPs # 
This type of sentence is peculiar to Tamil where a sentence like Peacoctc 
is a beautiful bird is written as Mayil (peacock) oru (a) alagiya (beauti- 
ful) paravai (bird). 
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